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SPML Infra Received  
Zee Business-Dare to Dream Award 2018 

 
Kolkata, October 29, 2018 
 
The leading infrastructure development Company, SPML Infra Limited has received the ‘Zee Business-
Dare to Dream Award 2018’ as ‘Company of the Year-Infrastructure’ at a glittering ceremony held in 
Kolkata on 27th October 2018. Zee Business in association with SAP India is honoring top 
entrepreneurs of India and recognizing those who dared to have big dreams. The ‘Dare to Dream 
Awards’ is an initiative to recognize the entrepreneurship and a celebration of home-grown innovative 
businesses. Under the series, Zee Business is acknowledging the achievements of top entrepreneurs 
across seven cities in the country. Mr. Abhinandan Sethi, Associate Director of SPML Infra received 
the award for the company. 
 
Mr. Subhash Sethi, Chairman, SPML Infra said, “SPML Infra has been in the business for almost 
four decades and delivered some of the most challenging and iconic projects in the country. Our 
journey began with a project of Rs.15 Lac for water supply in Mizoram and at that point of time, water 
was not a business proposition at all. But we dared to dream to make clean drinking water available to 
all citizen of India and started with the North Eastern part of the country. With our continued focus on 
improving water distribution management and infrastructure development, SPML Infra is currently 
executing projects worth over Rs.6,000 crore in almost every states of India and providing drinking 
water facilities to more than 40 million people across the country. SPML Infra is the first Indian 
company that has continuously featured among the world’s top 50 private water companies. On behalf 
of hundreds of SPML employees and associates, we are thankful to Zee Business for this recognition of 
our work and certainly it will enhance the optimism to continue dreaming and realizing.”    
 
 
About SPML Infra Ltd.: 
SPML Infra is a leading infrastructure development company of India. With over three decades of 
experience, it has executed more than 600 projects and created significant value for the country that has 
touched the lives of millions of people; be it provision of drinking water, improved sewerage facilities, 
better municipal waste management, and lighting up homes. Currently SPML Infra is developing 
infrastructure projects worth USD 1 billion and provides drinking water facilities to more than 40 Mn 
Indian populations through various projects. It is also featured amongst World’s Top 50 Private Water 
Companies as per the global research by Global Water Intelligence, London. SPML Infra also features 
among the 1000 High Growth Companies in Asia-Pacific region, as per Financial Times, London. 




